
The HECK open calibrated in this manner on JD 258 of 
1983. The calibration correctors obtained between the launch and v 

. the light and between the launch and the ship were combined and 
entered in Sounding Volume 1. There was no closing calibration on 
this day due to darkness. 

The calibration data from JD's 277 and 278 of 1983 is 
contained in Appendix A, of this report. The RUDE open and close 
calibrated on JD 277 with no difficulties. On JD 278 the RUDE and t// 
HECK open calibrated but were unable to close calibrate due to 
high winds and seas. These conditions prevented putting a launch 
over the side without endangering personnel. 

The calibration data for 1984 consists only of JD 299. 
The opening and closing calibrations were conducted using three / 
point sextant fix procedures in the vicinity of Sarah Ledge, westt/ 
of the entrance to the New London Harbor Channel of the Thames 
River. 

The daily correctors for all calibrations were stable and / 
within accuracy tolerances for a survey of this scale. Therefore,~ 
only baseline calibration data should be applied to the raw 
position data during final processing and smooth plotting.-( cnocL • .--

H. Dates of Survey 

This survey period for 1983 was begun on 15 September, 
(JD 258) and was completed on 3 November, (JD 307). The only~~ 
operation conducted in 1984 for this survey was the wire drag on 
25 October, (JD 299) • 

I. Reduction and Processing of Data 

Data collected during ship drag operations for 1984 was 
manually entered in the wire drag volumes while on line. The 
position data was also entered in the Digital PDP 11/34 computer 
while on line. The programs used were the R/H Double Precision 
Wire Drag programs. Ho~ever, these programs were unable to / 
machine plot the drag strip data. Review of the Del Norte ranges ~ 
from the electronic control station indicated that the rates 
exceeded the limits for this program. The positions were then 
hand plotted on the A & D sheet for JD 299. The effective depths 
from the reduced data were then drawn on the drag strip in 
colored pencil. 

Test data was applied to the drag in a manner which 
differs slightly from the Wire-Drag Manual. This method has been 
used aboard the drag boats for the past several years and is a 
more conservative method. If the amount of lift increased during v' 

a drag when uprights remained unchanged, this decreased drag 
depth was applied back to a time halfway between the time of the 
earlier test with less lift and time, of the later. test with the 
g eate 1 . ft - Lif0 wUt.. rf.:.fn'nr( ..... t~ dur/,,~ VC't"if,'c.~T-111 ..... aJ W<'-Y"- aftl/c.,f 111 ClCL'.&rJ;nt:.e. w;t-J, fl,._ 

r r 1 • td1r'- .2)n:l'i /J/o.111<c... •. 
Predictedide correctors were then applied to the drag 

depths obtained. The predicted tide data applied to the 1984 wire 
drag section of this survey was obtained from correctors based on ~ 

• 0 I ,, • () I ,, 

latitude 41-10-00 N and longitude 072-28-00 w. These are 
correctors for the AWOIS item originally numbered I 1814, which 
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was renumbered (July 20, 1983) AWOIS No. 2729. The predicted tide 
- correctors were generated onboard the RUDE with the ships' 

Digital PDP 11/34 computer and predicted tide tapes for 1984. ,' · 
These tide tapes were supplied to the ships by MOA 231. Hardcopyv 
printouts of the predicted tide correctors used during the 1984 
wire drag survey operations are included in the data files. 

The changes in effective depth that occurred during the 
drag were applied at the exact time of the change. The fixv', 
interval for the drag work was five minutes, therefore some 
changes in effective depth occurred between fixes. When this 
occurred the time was interpolated and drawn in appropriately. 

All side scan sonar data was initially recorded in NOAA 
Form 77-44, Sounding Volumes. All header data, position numbers, 
time, and position control data were recorded in the appropriatet.,,_./ 
columns in the volumes. The remarks column was used to record all 
line information, vessel rpms, length of towcable, vessel 
heading, and any other unusual or noteworthy remarks. 

Vessel position data from the side scan sonar work was 
entered in the Digital PDP 11/34 computer with a modified version 
of the R/H Double Precision Wire-Drag program. Rates for just one 
vessel were entered in this program and a single vessel positionl/" 
plot was generated with the Houston Instruments roll-bed plotter. 
All side scan sonar work for this survey was plotted in this 
manner. 

Side scan sonar coverage ·was computed and listed on the 
Side Scan Sonar Coverage Abstract. The required 100% side scan 
sonar coverage was obtained throughout the corridor, with the ,/ 
exception of the area between fixes 1110-1113 and 1538-1535 ~ 
(smooth sheet numbers 110-113 and 538-535). This area was swept. 
in 1983 by wire drag on JD 236, strip 01, to a depth of 76~and 75v 
feet. An additional wire drag was conducted in 1984 on JD 299, 
and strip 01 cl~ared the same area in the opposing direction. 
This clearance depth was computed using predicted tides and is 
fully documented in the Descriptive Report accompanying 
contemporary survey R/H 20-11-83 (FE-257WD). 

The sonargrams from the side scan sonar work were 
examined while on line and then again at the end of the day. All 
notable contacts were flagged during each examination. These 
flagged contacts were then logged in the Side Scan Sonar Target 
Abstract for that field sheet. The Target Abstract was then / 
completed and the contacts were plotted on the· smooth sheet ~/ 
containing the vessel position plots. The Side Scan Sonar Target 
Lists were then compiled from the Target Abstracts and the 
contact plots. The Del Norte rates of the contact positions were 
determined using a grid and arc overlay. These rates were then 
used to determine the latitude and longitude of the contact with 
the HP 9815 computer and the Geodetic Package program. 

The towf ish lengt6 indicated in the sounding volume and 
on all sonargrams is actually the length of towcable from the / 
waterline to towf ish. During the plotting of the contacts on the v" 

smooth sheet, the towfish layback was computed by adding the 
length of towcable from the waterline to the towf ish plus the 
antenna to waterline distance (17.98m). 
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0. Bangs and Groundings 
or grot•ncl1~9s 

No hangs /1 were encountered during the 
operations. 

wire drag ~ 

P. Currents and Winds 

Tidal currents were closely monitored during the course 
of this survey. Ship drag operations had to be run with the 
predominate current flow to result in satisfactory lift data. 
Side scan sonar operations were also conducted with the 
predominate current flow to maintain proper towfish depth. v--/ 

Comparisons were made with the Tidal Current Tables, 1983/84, 
Atlantic coast of North America for station 2731. In general, the 
times and strengths of maximum flood and ebb or times of slack 
water at the surface agreed with the predicted times and 
strengths under normal conditions. 

In general, the surface and bottom tidal currents 
appeared to exhibit the same general characteristics and trends 
as the nearshore areas. A complete description of these 
conditions are available in the Descriptive Report for survey R/H 
05-01-83/84, R/H 05-03-83/84, and R/H 10-02-83. 

Q. Personnel 

The officers participating in this survey were LCDR 
Robert K.Norris, LCDR Donald D. Winter, LT Neal G. Millett, LT/...--
Edward M. Clark, LT Joseph c. Talbott, and LTJG Thomas G. 
Callahan. 

R. General Notes 

See the coast Pilot Report and Loran-c comparisons for 
OPR-B660-Ryjn.E~$8.s~i tJ>e.~51£~~,.ive Report for AWOIS Item 2729 (R/H 1,/ 

20-ll-83ff ~orizohta1r~on~r61 Report for OPR-B660-RU/HE-84, and 
the Descriptive Report ·for OPR-B660-RU/HE-82 for additional 
information on this survey. 

The format of this report is a composite of the 
Descriptive Report formats contained in the Wire Drag and 
Hydrographic Manuals. This format is the optimum composite of 
the pertinent sections of the two reports and is more applicable 
to the surveys currently being conducted by the Rude and Heck. 

Charting recommendations for this survey are contained in 
section L. of this report. 

Survey R/H 20-11-83 (FE-257WD) should be reviewed with 
the additional wire drag data clearing AWOIS item 2729 f·rom this 
survey.- R/11-zo-ll-'6.; l,E/11-20-1.J-'1:l3/fl1- hav-: j,.,,,.r> c:· • ...,,,,J,;,.,ej /~I" tnu.. -Swv
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